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L\   -BOUNDEDNESS FOR A CLASS OF SINGULAR
FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS

A. EL KOHEN

ABSTRACT. We consider operators of the form f^ Ft<f>(t)dt where Ft is a

1-parameter family of Fourier integral operators and 4>(i) dt a tempered distri-

bution on the real line. We extend the result given in [1].

THEOREM.   Let Ft be a l-parameter family of Fourier integral operators given

by

Ftf(z)= f   e^(x't'e)a(x,t,6)f(9)d0
Jr."

V3 = ^Mz.M) \t=0

with a and <f> depending smoothly on t and a (resp. </>) a symbol in the class 5f0,

i.e. SupK\dxdkdjfa\ < CK,a,k,ß(l + |#|)-'^' where K is a compact set in R™ x R

(resp. nondegenerate phase function) and a(x,0,6) = 1 (resp. <f>(x,O,0) — x ■ 0).

Furthermore, we assume that (i) for every (x,0), finitely many of the vectors Vj,

j = 1,2,...,
dP_

dt?
generate Rn, (ii) if N = Nxj is the first j such that Vj • 0 ^ 0 and N > 5, we

assume the vectors vi,v2,... ,vv, 2v < N < 2(v + 1), all proportional. Then the

operator T = p.v. /_, Ftdt/t is bounded from L2omp(R") to L2oc(Rn).

We have the following

COROLLARY. Let i(x,t) be a variable curve of class C°° in Rn, n = 2 or 3,

such that /y(x, 0) = 0 and

(1) for n — 2, the curves t —» 7(2, £) have finite contact with their tangent lines

att = 0,

(2) for n — 3, the curves t —► 7(1, i) have nonvanishing curvature and torsion at

t = Q.
Then the operator

Hf(x)=p.v.J1J(x-1(x,t))j

is a bounded operator from L2omp to L2oc.

When n = 2 and the contact of the curves t —> 7(2, t) with their tangent lines

at t — 0 equals 2, i.e.: 7x7^0, then the L2-estimate for the operator H has been

given in [1, 3].
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390 A. EL HOHEN

If we define

Ftf(x) = f(x-1(x,t))

= [    [   é*(*-'à'-'K*mf(y)dyd0
Jr" Jr"

we see that we can use the Theorem above with <p(x, y, t, 0) — (x — y)B — i(x, i)0

and a = 1 to estimate the operator

The motivation for the estimates of such integrals can be shown using the method of

rotation. In fact, a careful use of this method can reduce the estimate of many sin-

gular integrals over higher-dimensional surfaces to the estimate of singular integrals

along curves.

In the statement of our result, condition (ii) insures that if a curve 7(i) in R" is

flat in some direction, i.e.: 7(i) -9 = 0 (tN) near t — 0 for some 9 G Rn, then the

curve 7(i) must be flat enough as a curve in R™.

The proof of our result follows from the asymptotic expansion of the function

W = Bp.v. /    el^a(t)-
J-i t

where w = uj(x,0), 4>(t) = <f>(x,t,9), a(t) = a(x,t,0) and B = B(9) is a smooth

function on Rn, identically zero near the origin and homogeneous of degree zero

for \0\ > 1.
We write the Taylor expansion

tN-l *N

<t>(t) = X -9 + tffi + ■ ■ ■ + ,N_1y°N-l + JqfW(*)

where
dj

<*j = ¿jj<l>{z,t,d) \t=0,        J = 1,2,-

From the hypothesis, for any (xo,0o), ^° ^ ^> there exists N > 1 and a conic

neighborhood K X T of (zn,0o) on which \on(x,0)\ > a\6\ and such that cti =

a2 = ■■■ = crjv-i = 0 at (zo,0o). The case AT = 1 or 2 is given in [lj. We

may, then, assume N > 3 and restrict our attention to the following direction:

TN = {0 e Rn: aN(x, 0) > a\0\ for all x 6 K}.

The direction —Tjv can be considered in a similar fashion.

LEMMA l.   The operator corresponding to the symbol

Wl = flp.V.   / e*t<rl+-+it»/N<.0-N(t)a,t)dt

J\t\<i/yen; t

is bounded from L2omp to L2oc.

PROOF. For simplicity we will write 1/ !¡/o~ñ = q; we then have

-f
J\t\:

_    í eitq*l+-+itN-1/(N-iy.qN-1aN-¡eztN/N\dÍ + Ei

J\t\<l t
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where

ß [ eit<T1+-+itN/N\aNteitN(<TN{t)-<TN)/N\art\i\t_

J\t\<Q

itqa1+-+itN-1qN-i<rN-i/(N-iy.

|t|<l

x (e*"(»»(»t)/*»-i)/w0(tg) _ 1)6**7"!*

For each t, \t\ < 1, the operator corresponding to the integrand in E\l is a Fourier

integral operator with phase function

x • 9 + tqoi + ■■■ + —tvqvav,        v < N < 2(i/ + 1),

which is clearly nondegenerate for large 0, i.e. B(0) ^ 0 (uniformly in t, \t\ < 1),

since q is homogenous of degree —Í/N and oi,o2, • • • , "V of degree 1 and whose

amplitude is

e¿t-+V + 1o-1, + 1/(I/+l)! + ...+¿t'v-l9JV-1CTW_1/(N-l)!l^¿tN((7N(tg)/<7Jv-l)/JV!a^_ ^

easily seen to be in S7^^ l_. +lyN(K x TN).    Notice that q belongs to

S~l^(K x TN).
The operator corresponding to Ei thus verifies the conclusion of Lemma 1.

We next write

ui1-E1 = Bp.v. f      e^i+-+'f<r^/"!* + £2.
J\t\<i t

The operator corresponding to E2 is an absolutely convergent integral of Fourier

integral operator with phase functions the same as for E\ and amplitudes in

S(v+i)/n,i-(v+i)/n(K x Tjv), and hence verifies the conclusion of Lemma 1.

Now, for ili = u/i — Ei — E2, we use condition (ii) (in case TV > 5) to write

n1=Bp.w.  [      e**^«-
J\t\<i f

where

#)=i+4??+-+Ci"-1?.21^(7! '    i/!  "      ox

We notice that condition (ii) implies that o2¡o\,..., ov¡o\ belong to S°0(K x T^v).

We, then, let s = t<j>(t) and choose b > 0 small enough so that s(£) is strictly

increasing on \—b,b] uniformly on K x Tn since s(0) = 0, s'(0) = 1 and 4>(t) =

1 + 0(t) uniformly on K x T/v. We now write

nt = 73p.v. /
J\t

eitgo-i^(t)^ + Fi

\t\<b t

The operator corresponding to F\ is an absolutely convergent integral of Fourier

integral operators with phase functions x-0 + tqo\<f>(t), b < \t\ < I and hence verifies

the conclusion of Lemma 1.

1 Strictly speaking, the operator corresponding to the integrand in E\ is not a Fourier integral

operator because the phase is not homogeneous of degree 1. However, this does not change our

conclusion. The same remark is valid for the operators corresponding to Ei and F\.
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We now use the change of variable s = t<j)(t) to write

fti-Fi =5p.v.  [     tP—1*®
J\t\<b

dt

e'sqaig(s)

-b<j>(-b) S

where g(s) = 1/(1 + S(f>'/<j>) and <f//(f> = \qa2/oi at s = 0. Hence

ff(*) = l- «9— + ■•■
Z    (Ti

and

/**(&) ¿S D -„ /-60(Ö)

n1-F1 = Bp.v. e"9CTl--— 9 / e"9<Tl ds + ■ ■ ■ ■

J-b<t>(-b) s * 01    J-b<t>(-b)

Since o2q/oi is of negative order and o2q/o\ belongs to SrAN(K X Tjv), we need

only estimate
M(b)

Q3(x,0)= / e^^s^ds
J-b<t>(-b)

îovj = -1,0,1,2,....

Estimate ofQ-\. We write

HI» J, /-6<4(-6) ,
gtsqo-i ^£ _    /

60(6) s        .7-6(4(6)
e"*" — - /

-6<A(b) s        J-

For Ql_l we write

0(6) «k
Qli - p.v. /   e"^1

/

OO

i-,a1*(fc)!K£)da + Gl

where ip is a smooth function with compact support, tp = 1 near 0 and the operator

corresponding to Gi an absolutely convergent integral of Fourier integral operators.

We choose tp even and such that

\^j)(x)\ <3Je"2x,        j>0,

for x > 0. We next choose c > 0 such that o\ (x, 0) + c\6\ > 2c|0|/3 on K x Tjv since

vi(xo,6o) — 0; we then write

Qll-Gi = {^\ (qo^b))

fc>0

/i/A~ ^^ (-r)fc
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with

pk = qk<t>(b)k\0\kU(k-l)(q(oi + c\0\)).

It is easily seen that (ip/s)~(q(oi + c\0\)) belongs to S°0(K x Tjv) since (V'/s)^

is bounded, (d/du)(i¡)/s)^(u) rapidly decreasing and q(o\ + c|0|) elliptic of order

1 - 1/7V on K x Tjv, and pk belongs to S^iK x Fat) for all k > 1. We then need

only estimate

R   -W-g)*fl
1 ~ ¿-i    fc!   Pfc'

fe>i

But if we write i?i = i?i/|0|M, M > 0, then fii is easily seen to be bounded by a

constant depending only on c and M uniformly on K X Ym- If we choose M > n/2,

the rest of the estimate is obvious since we only seek local estimates.

For Q2 j, we use a change of variable to write

^{~°)\  f   jsbqió(b)-éi-b)) dsQ2_    _ e-6qCTl<4(6)  L _ <Kzïi\    í    e¿s69(<4(6)-0(-6))

V <£(&)   / Jo (l-<h(-b)/<t>(b))a-l

-ñz^\    f1 e—6,CTl0(-6) ds

_  (l_  <t)(-b)\       f1     -sbqaM-b)    ¿     ....
I1   mi h 32ds|

= q°l     i'   ̂ sbqo^-b) dg _   (Zl\        J'   e-i^^(-6)ada+..,,
CTl Jo X a/   Jo

Notice that only finitely many of the terms in this expansion are needed since qo2/oi

is of negative order and all the integrals are absolutely convergent. Also, clearly,

the operator corresponding to each term in the expression verifies the conclusion

of Lemma 1.

Estimate for Qj, j > 0. For j > 0, the operator corresponding to

/•6<4(6)
Q0■= / ¿vitgjfo

J-b<t>{-b)

is easily seen to verify the conclusion of Lemma 1, using the same arguments as for

the operator corresponding to Q2.^.

LEMMA 2.   The operator corresponding to

dt 1

7
oj2 = Bp.v.  [ e^(t)a(i)-

Jq<\t\<l>q<\t\<_

is bounded from L2omp to L2oc.

PROOF. We let t(x,9) be such that (d/dt)c/)(x,t(x,0),0) = 0. Clearly t(x,0) is

homogeneous of degree 0 in 0. Moreover, if q < \t(x,0)\ < 1 then t(x,0) necessarily

stays away from 0 on K x Tu- We then write

W2 = Bp.v.   H el^a(t)^dt + G,
J -oo t
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where ip is a smooth function and

{t(x,0):(x,0) eK xTN} C supple (0,1].

For G2 we use integration by parts to show that the corresponding operator is

a Fourier integral operator with amplitude in Sr¿- The other term is clearly an

absolutely convergent integral; hence the corresponding operator is an absolutely

convergent integral of Fourier integral operators which finishes the proof of Lemma

2.
The proof of the Theorem follows from the two lemmas and the use of a micro-

local partition of unity associated with the different directions and a neighborhood

of the origin. Notice that

Eo(x,0) = (1 - B(0))p.v. J    el^x^a(x,t,0)j

= (l-B(0)) f (el^x't'^a(x,t,0)-etxa)
J -\

is a symbol of a smoothing operator.
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